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Indo-Aryans had the twin concepts of Arta or Asha,
Order, and of Ahura Mazda, the Good: and the gods
Mitra and Indra are further proofs of the common origin
of the two groups, and of their common heritage. Gods
like Dyaus Pitar, the sky-father, remain to show the
kinship of Vedic India also with Homeric Greece, which
worshipped Zeus Pater and had a civilization and a
language closely akin. Their views of the life of the
departed are also similar:
Go thou whither thy fathers have gone. Go thou and meet King
Yama and King Varuna, who are pleased with our offerings. Leave
sin behind, enter thy home, that happy heaven where our forefathers
are. Go thou to King Yama, and reap the fruits of thy virtuous
desire.... O ye shades, go hence and leave this place; for the fathers
have prepared a place for the dead, and Yama makes it beautiful with
day, with sparkling waters and light
Depart, O Death ... harm not
Our children, nor the heroic dead.
Here there is no mention of hell or its tortures* Yama
is a Lord of Heaven, not of Hell, and fear of hell has not
yet driven men to human-sacrifice. The Atharva-Veda
(a compilation from the Rig) forbids this practice, making
Varuna, like Yahweh, appear in person to release the
victim; but a very early sculpture shows us Indra on his
giant elephant, and before him three human figures
suspended to a tree—sacrifices perhaps to induce the god
to send rain in time of drought: for the thunder-clouds
are 'the elephants of Indra' ana thunder is their trumpeting*
The fear of hell and death gradually laid its cold hand on
the Aryan heart—a contamination perhaps from native
cults. Speculative thought also marks this period of transi-
tion, and though some resist it and poke fan at priests
drunk with soma and croaking antiphonally like frogs,
yet gradually the mind of the priest dominates this
early societyas jte pushes west and south, and early
colour-prejudice is rationalized into a divinely appointed
social order, A growing other-worldliness, the belief in

